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2 Senti Series premium whiteboard

An unforgettable benefit.

People remember what they see. Steelcase Premium Whiteboards let you put your thoughts where 

others can see them. Draw a picture. Put up information, then build on it. People are 20% more likely 

to remember something if it’s displayed on a wall. When everyone is sharing together, they’re learning 

together. And everyone’s on the same page. 

Expand space to expand minds.

In a world of shrinking footprints, organizations are looking to maximize real estate. Since wall space 

typically offers four times the amount of space as floor space, it’s smart to use your walls wisely. 

Steelcase Premium Whiteboards help you get the most out of every square inch. 

Where great ideas gather.

Collaborating means sharing information. It means throwing ideas into the mix, or onto the wall. When 

people work together, innovation happens. Steelcase Premium Whiteboards use vertical space to bring 

people and ideas together. And since 82% of white collar workers pull up a chair and collaborate 

regularly, everyone needs the perfect place to gather ‘round. 

Premium Whiteboards
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Lowest Cost of Ownership.

Low maintenance + zero risk? Sounds like high return on investment. Steelcase Premium White-

boards are made of the virtually indestructible e3 ceramicsteel™, delivering extremely high resistance 

to impact damage, abrasion, scratching, and color fading. The ultra-smooth writing surface allows 

dry markers to glide easily and improves erasability. And there’s no ghosting, so today’s notes won’t 

be blurred by yesterday’s. All that adds up to value.

Speaking of valuable, how about a lifetime warranty? All Steelcase Premium Whiteboards are 

backed by the Steelcase Lifetime Warranty. You’re covered with Steelcase.

Bottom line: Steelcase premium Whiteboards are cost-effective for years to come. 

Sustainability.

Steelcase Premium Whiteboards are the most environmentally sustainable whiteboards available. 

e3 ceramicsteel™  is the first whiteboard writing surface to receive Cradle to Cradle certification. In 

fact, it’s 99% recyclable. Certified by the McDonough Braungart Design Chemistry firm, Steelcase 

Premium Whiteboards with e3 ceramicsteel have achieved MBDC Silver C2C certification.

Steelcase Premium Whiteboards with e3 ceramicsteel also meet ANSI/BIFMA furniture emission 

standards for open plan and private offices. Certified by independent test lab Scientific Certification 

Systems, Premium Whiteboards have been given SCS Indoor Air Advantage and Indoor Advantage 

Gold for School Classrooms.

Other environmental features include:

• Antimony and arsenic free coatings

• Less than .1% cadmium, mercury, and hexavalent chromium.

• No Volatile Organic Compounds.

• Steel core is made from 30% post consumer and post industrial waste.

Good for the planet and your bottom line.
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Access™

The Access Series makes a bold statement with 
contrasting black trim and a clear anodized metal 
insert. Clean aesthetics make it a classy choice  
for a conference room or a private office.

Senti™

The Senti™ Series’ clean lines and compact scale 
makes it the ideal small to mid-size board. It’s great 
for private offices and clinical settings in healthcare 
environments. Senti’s unique mounting options let 
you screw it in or use magnets on a steel surface.

Edge™

Edge keeps it simple. It’s sleek, slim design and  
exceptional value make the Edge Series a perfect fit.

ValueTrim 
Choices

ValueTrim 
Choices

ValueTrim 
Choices

Product Overview
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Session™

The Session™ Series’ beautiful hardwood trim adds 
an upscale warmth to higher education, corporate, 
and non-clinical healthcare environments. Choose 
from several Steelcase premium wood finishes. 

ValueTrim 
Choices

555 Series
The 555 Series delivers the same quality and 
durability of the 110 Series with the added 
bonus of a boxed end marker tray. And since 
schools love the 555 Series, it offers a line of 
tack boards, too.  

110 Series
The value of the 110 Series makes it the 
foundation of the Steelcase Premium line. It’s 
durability makes it perfect for hard-working 
environments such as corporate training rooms 
and classrooms.

Denska™

The Denska™ Series’ design and range of size is 
ideal for medium to large collaborative office and 
classroom settings. Customize it with black trim 
and a selection of premium hardwood inserts.

ValueTrim 
Choices

ValueTrim 
Choices

ValueTrim 
Choices
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Huddleboard™

One word describes the Huddle-
board: versatility. It adjusts for any 
situation with a variety of solutions. 
Lightweight and portable, Huddle-
board lets you have display surfaces 
always at your fingertips. 

Pin-Mag™ Premium Tackboard
With a unique combination of 
magnetic and tackable surfaces, 
the Pin-Mag Premium Tackboard 
offers flexibility for common areas 
and individual offices.

Echo™ Premium 
Projection Screen
The Echo Premium Projection 
Screen’s unique mounting system 
can laterally adjust 6” from the wall 
it’s mounted to. Offered in two sizes. 

FreeFlow™

The FreeFlow Series is an integrated system of 
writing, tack and projection surfaces. They slide on 
tracks fit to your office, offering custom flexibility.

Complimentary Products
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Steelcase is committed to creating great experiences wherever work happens.Anywhere in the 
world. We offer the broadest range of services and products — furniture, interior architecture
and technology solutions — to help our customers create high performance spaces that build 
their business, refl ect their brand and support their culture.
 
We’re unique from everyone else in our industry, in that we offer products and services founded
in a research methodology that focuses on the user, and how they really work.
 
We are committed to maintaining our leadership role in terms of sustainable responsibility, and 
we are equally committed to the customers and designers that we work with. Our job is to make 
your job easier. Our passion is helping you Love How You Work®.

Global Dealer Network
With a network of over 800 experienced dealers, we can help you create high performance, sus-
tainable workspaces, anywhere in the world. Our network offers you local expertise with global 
reach. Whether your project is across town across the country, or across the ocean, our dealer 
network will coordinate the logistics so you don’t have to. It’s local expertise with a global reach.

Steelcase and Dealer Services
Our extensive range of services can help you through all of the phases that a high performance
environment evolves through: Measure. Explore. Plan. Provide. Manage. 
 
Measure—helping you know if your workplace is keeping pace.
Explore—helping you link your business goals with the best workplace strategy.
Plan—helping you fi nd a solution for that addresses your needs.
Provide—helping you every step of the way, from project management to move management. 
Manage—helping you maintain an effective space for today and tomorrow.

Warranty
Steelcase and your Steelcase Dealer are totally committed to providing you a great experience 
and great products.  We back that up with one of the industry’s best warranties and problem 
resolution process that ensure that any problems that arise get addressed quickly.

®



Call 800.333.9939 or visit steelcase.com.
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